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Uranium mining and export have always been deeply divisive issues within Australia. Of primary concern among the Australian public has been the reconciliation of uranium export with nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament. To that end, few decisions were as comprehensively unpopular with the Australian electorate as the one to open uranium exports to India while it remains a non-party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). In August 2007, Prime Minister John Howard decided to support the export of Australian uranium to India. This policy was subsequently reversed when Kevin Rudd was elected Prime Minister before any agreement could be reached. After Rudd was ousted, Julia Gillard sought to change the Australian Labor Party (ALP) national platform to allow uranium export to India; a move that was especially unpopular in the Labor rank-and-file. The debate at the ALP National Conference saw the Labor Left faction come out uniformly against the move, with one Labor Senator beginning his dissenting speech with an unequivocal “Prime Minister, you are wrong” to the rapturous applause of those present. The most common argument made against exporting uranium to India has been that it undermines Australia’s non-proliferation credentials by allowing export to countries that are not members of the NPT. Ultimately, the motion to grant an exception

2 Howard, in support of uranium export to India argued in 2007 that; “as well as assisting India to pursue economic development while addressing environmental challenges, the decision recognises India’s strong non-proliferation record and will help to bring India more fully into the non-proliferation mainstream”. S. de Tarczynski, ‘Uranium Sales May Fuel Asian Arms Race’, Inter Press Service News Agency, 26 August 2007, <http://www.ipsnews.net/2007/08/australia-uranium-sales-may-fuel-asian-arms-race/> [Accessed 22 February 2013].
3 The 2012 Lowy Institute Poll indicated that overall 61 per cent of people were against Australia exporting uranium to India, with only 33 per cent in favour. Of those who always vote Labor, it was 65 per cent against. See F. Hanson, ‘Australia and New Zealand in the World: Public Opinion and Foreign Policy’, The Lowy Institute Poll 2012, <http://lowyinstitute.cachefly.net/files/lowy_poll_2012_web3.pdf> [Accessed 22 February 2013].
5 There were a total of sixteen speakers for and against the relevant Amendment 665A at the 2011 ALP national conference. At least one Labor MP spoke against the motion on the grounds that it would “leave ourselves open to pressure from every other country in the world on every other issue that they wish to invite debate on”. See P. Hudson, ‘Tough Guy Weeps over Nuclear Dangers’, Herald Sun, 5 December 2011, <http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/tough-
to India passed on the conference floor by a slim majority, 208 in favour with 185 against.\(^6\) This handed Prime Minister Gillard an important victory, having taken some profound political risks. Clearly she believed there were significant national imperatives that justified the expenditure of limited political capital.

This comment argues that it is possible for a bilateral uranium export deal between Australia and India to support nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament objectives; and that arguments against this are based upon misconceptions regarding the role that uranium supply can play in shaping the nuclear behaviour of recipient states. Australia’s uranium export policy should be conceptualised in terms of the nuclear legitimacy sought by and conferred upon recipient states. Applying this concept to the proposed agreement with India, it is recommended that export be linked to an undertaking by India to ratify the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT), conditional on CTBT ratification by the United States.

The policy of linking uranium supply to nuclear non-proliferation began in 1977, when Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser announced that Australia should export uranium because its vast deposits acted as a “tangible reward” for NPT membership.\(^7\) The centrality of the NPT in Australia’s policy was affirmed by linking it to the Article IV.2 undertaking to facilitate nuclear exchanges for peaceful purposes, thereby supporting directly the bargain inherent in the NPT. Since that time, a bipartisan policy has entrenched the view that being a major uranium supplier gave Australia “a lever” with which to influence other countries embarking on nuclear energy programs.\(^8\) As Michael Clarke has argued, “the core assumption of the Fraser Government’s ‘uranium decision’—that Australia could use its uranium as an instrument of diplomatic leverage—has remained largely unquestioned by successive governments in Canberra”.\(^9\) In recent years this view has been challenged,\(^10\) with a large number of uranium suppliers gaining significant shares of the market in many importing states. Among the arguments put forward in support of Labor’s policy shift was that exporting uranium exclusively to NPT states had become outdated in the case of India by the 2008 US-India Nuclear Cooperation Agreement. According to Prime
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\(^6\) Murphy, ‘Labor Votes in Favour of Selling Uranium to India’.


\(^8\) See Ibid.

\(^9\) Ibid., p. 233.

Minister Gillard, Labor’s national platform should change to “recognise that reality”.\textsuperscript{11} As Australia’s uranium export policy environment shifts, it is necessary to critically analyse what role export decisions can play, if any, in restricting the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

The waiver granted to India through the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) guidelines,\textsuperscript{12} and the US-India Nuclear Cooperation Agreement, opened the door for a range of other uranium suppliers. At least nine other countries have negotiated or are in the process of negotiating nuclear cooperation agreements with India, including four of the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC).\textsuperscript{13} As Clarke observes, “while the substance of the domestic debate within Australia has shifted only slightly since the 1970s, the international picture has evolved considerably”.\textsuperscript{14} Therefore, a categorical refusal by Australia to supply uranium to non-NPT states is no longer an effective means of supporting the non-proliferation regime.

This comment addresses the challenge of developing a new coherent uranium export policy that supports non-proliferation and disarmament objectives in two steps. First, it argues that the influence nuclear suppliers can exert to strengthen compliance with non-proliferation norms relates primarily to the legitimacy conferred to a recipient states’ nuclear activities in the view of the international community. Here legitimacy is characterised by the recognition of a broad constituency (in this case the international community) that a given behaviour accords with “certain ‘norms’ and ‘principles’ which are deemed ‘generally accepted’”.\textsuperscript{15} In other words, legitimacy focuses on the recipient’s self-perception and the perceptions held by other stakeholders of a given activity. In the case of uranium supply, this means that nuclear supply agreements confer an acceptance of nuclear


behaviour upon the recipient, which is a more accurate descriptor than it being a power relationship between the supplier and recipient.

Second, this comment argues that framing the issue in terms of legitimacy can inform Australia’s policy options with respect to negotiating a bilateral nuclear cooperation agreement with India. This could provide an answer to the challenge for Australian diplomats of determining how to link uranium export to India with non-proliferation and disarmament objectives. This can be achieved by relating Australia’s export conditions to the nuclear legitimacy that India seeks, specifically legitimacy commensurate with the five nuclear-weapon states (NWS) permitted nuclear weapons under the NPT. It is proposed that India be asked to commit to ratifying the CTBT as soon as reasonably possible after the US Senate as part of a bilateral export deal. This would utilise the legitimacy conferred by nuclear supply in a way that supports non-proliferation norms.

This is possible because, in accordance with India’s self-conception as an emerging great power, India desires equality of nuclear status with China and the United States. It is therefore unlikely that India will conclude any nuclear deal with Australia that enshrines preferential treatment of uranium supply to any other state, especially China. Conversely, it is likely that India will be sensitive to implications that it is not acting as a legitimate NWS as this would be inimical to a status of nuclear equality. India will therefore pay close attention to steps taken by other NWS toward ratification of the CTBT, in particular any movement by the United States and China, as this would place heavy pressure on India to follow suit. This reality has been acknowledged by India’s Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh, who indicated in 2009 that “should the US and China ratify the CTBT, a new situation will emerge”.

A more aggressive bargaining strategy by Australia, especially one that treats uranium supply as a tool of coercion, cannot succeed. India has rejected Australia’s calls to accede to the NPT as a non-nuclear-weapon state (NNWS), an action which would require complete dismantlement of its nuclear arsenal. Faced with two threatening nuclear powers on its borders (China and Pakistan), Australia’s dogged insistence that India sign the NPT
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18 According to Article IX.3 only countries which exploded a nuclear device prior to 1967 are permitted to accede to the NPT as a nuclear-weapon state.
has had a negligible impact on India’s leadership, except to breed a certain degree of antipathy.\textsuperscript{19}

Australia’s export of uranium to China, while refusing India, has also been a sore point of contention. China’s proliferation activities in Pakistan have been well documented,\textsuperscript{20} while India argues that it has a strong non-proliferation record and has been arbitrarily punished through being excluded from joining the NPT as a NWS.\textsuperscript{21} From India’s perspective, Australia has been far more insistent on other countries signing up to international treaties and far less concerned whether the parties abided by those commitments. This perceived double standard fostered significant distrust of Australia in India; more acutely felt by virtue of China remaining India’s most powerful strategic rival.\textsuperscript{22}

Furthermore, the supply of uranium ore concentrate (UOC) from Australia (or any other supplier) is not a limiting factor on the nuclear weapons programs of other states. Even for states to which nuclear transfers are restricted, such as Pakistan and North Korea, acquisition of UOC to supply conversion, enrichment and reprocessing activities for a nuclear weapons program has not been a difficulty.\textsuperscript{23} There is also a major disparity between the volumes of uranium required to power nuclear reactors and the finite amounts needed for military purposes. In 2006, then Foreign Minister Alexander Downer pointed out that:

The quantities of uranium required for a nuclear weapons program are relatively small, as little as five tonnes of natural uranium to produce one nuclear weapon. Such quantities of uranium are readily available in nuclear weapon states. By contrast, producing fuel for one 1,000 megawatt power reactor requires around 200 tonnes of natural uranium every year … For a nuclear weapon state considering whether to proceed with nuclear power, therefore, the choice is not between using its uranium for nuclear weapons or for nuclear power—the quantities required for nuclear power are so much

\textsuperscript{21} See Gordon, ‘Implications of the Sale of Australian Uranium to India’.
larger that the actual choice is whether to generate base load electricity with uranium, or coal, or gas.\textsuperscript{24}

Therefore, so long as electricity can be generated economically by means other than nuclear, there will always be ready substitutes for power generation should the supply of UOC become a concern. For the short to medium term, India has adequate supplies of uranium from alternative suppliers\textsuperscript{25} as well as large indigenous reserves of thorium which may become an alternative source of nuclear fuel in the future.\textsuperscript{26}

As with other countries, India did not have problems sourcing enough UOC for military purposes, even prior to the 2008 US-India nuclear deal.\textsuperscript{27} The NSG was originally formed, ironically, in response to India’s so-called “Peaceful Nuclear Explosion” conducted in 1974. The aim was to get countries to “exercise restraint” when supplying enrichment or reprocessing technologies.\textsuperscript{28} Of course, the NSG did not successfully prevent India or Pakistan from continuing nuclear weapons development, and their emergence as nuclear-armed states in 1998 occurred without exception to the NSG guidelines. It has long been recognised that control over enrichment and reprocessing technologies and expertise have had far more impact on the proliferation capabilities of states than restricting UOC. Indeed, enrichment or reprocessing have been the choke points for every nuclear weapons program.\textsuperscript{29}


\textsuperscript{26} India has 32 per cent of the world’s known reserve of thorium. See Gordon, ‘Implications of the Sale of Australian Uranium to India’.


\textsuperscript{28} See ‘Communication Received from Certain Member States Regarding Guidelines for the Export of Nuclear Material, Equipment or Technology’, IAEA Doc INFCIRC/254 (February 1978), Appendix: Guidelines for Nuclear Transfers, para. 6.

Despite a lack of evidence that restricting uranium supply diminishes the capacity of states to develop nuclear weapons, the NSG continues to place heavy restrictions on the transfer of uranium. Given its limited impact on non-proliferation, it is curious that global uranium exports are so heavily restricted. There is also no appetite to lessen the restrictions placed upon the transfer of UOC, which is still viewed as a component of the global non-proliferation apparatus.

It is important not to attach too much strategic significance to UOC. Australia’s export of UOC to China does not influence the Sino-Indian strategic balance, nor does it directly impact alliances or the course of strategic competition across the region. Yet this does not itself mean that controlling uranium export plays no role in influencing the behaviour of prospective recipient states. Where nuclear suppliers conclude agreements with a nuclear-armed state, they convey legitimacy on the recipient’s nuclear status. For India, nuclear cooperation agreements remove diplomatic isolation, and having many such agreements raises India to the status of a de facto NPT NWS. Having sought and attained this recognition, India becomes incentivised to behave in a manner that accords with its new status as a responsible stakeholder in a stable nuclear order. Australia does have particularly stringent controls in its bilateral nuclear agreements, and therefore an Australia-India nuclear deal would help to most fully legitimise India as a NWS in the view of the international community.

An Australia-India Nuclear Agreement that Supports Non-proliferation and Disarmament

The prospect of Australia acknowledging India’s status as a legitimate nuclear power may persuade India to undertake additional non-proliferation obligations, provided it results in an agreement comparable to Australia’s agreements with China and the United States. India, like some other countries, views the possession of nuclear weapons as one symbol of importance on the international stage. Acceptance as a de facto NWS accords with Indian conceptions of being an emerging great power, and in
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seeking this status it follows that India would be willing to accept the rights and responsibilities that go with that position.

The key priority for Australia in any nuclear export agreement is ensuring adequate nuclear safeguards for its uranium and, to the extent possible, utilising its uranium to materially support nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament. At first it appears as though Australia’s bargaining position is seriously constrained. India has a wide range of alternative suppliers, does not require Australian uranium for its energy needs, and can potentially pressure Australia politically to expedite conclusion of an agreement. Since India will not place its nuclear weapons program at a disadvantage to the NPT NWS, it is unlikely that Australia can induce India to unilaterally join agreements (such as the CTBT). At the same time, India may want to take care to avoid appearing more recalcitrant than the NPT NWS, as this would undermine their arguments regarding perceived double standards and their strong non-proliferation record.

To achieve a uranium export deal that supports the priorities of both Australia and India, this comment proposes that, as part of such a bilateral uranium export deal, India would state publicly that it will ratify the CTBT once the US Senate does. This is possible because it confirms India’s status as a responsible nuclear power, while not requiring India to do anything unilaterally. This approach avoids the pitfall of making CTBT ratification a South Asian issue by considering India’s broader nuclear relationship with China. As China has already indicated it will ratify the


35 The United States has traditionally viewed India’s ratification of arms control treaties as a South Asian issue, this may have contributed to previous diplomatic failures, see Pant, ‘India and Nuclear Arms Control’.
CTBT when the United States does, a refusal from India to do the same would leave its leaders exposed and undermine India’s claim to nuclear legitimacy. India is aware that a norm against testing nuclear weapons exists and has a moratorium on nuclear testing. If India fails to uphold its commitment to ratify within a reasonable time after the United States, then the legitimacy of India’s nuclear status would be compromised in the eyes of the entire international community. In such an eventuality it would be up to the Australian government of the day, in consultation with other nuclear suppliers, to determine whether uranium supply to India should be suspended. Any action taken by Australia or the international community would be profoundly impacted by the circumstances in which the reneging by India occurred, such as whether Pakistan has ended its moratorium and resumed nuclear testing. In the interests of equitable treatment of China and India, the undertaking to ratify the CTBT would be conditional on ratification by the United States only. As a practical matter, “a reasonable time” is likely to mean after China ratifies, or China and India could arrange to ratify around the same time.

A pledge by India to ratify the CTBT after US ratification would support non-proliferation and disarmament. This is because one of the biggest impediments to nuclear arms control is the linked US-China-India-Pakistan nuclear relationship. As insecurity regarding the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence increases among America’s Northeast Asian allies, deep cuts in US nuclear stockpiles become more difficult to achieve. A lack of movement on disarmament, as well as the ongoing development of US ballistic missile defence, gives cover to China’s nuclear modernisation and expansion. Faced with the expanding nuclear capabilities of both China and Pakistan, India is placed under considerable domestic pressure not to fall behind. This interwoven nuclear relationship increases the likelihood of a destabilising nuclear arms race across the Asia Pacific region, while a commitment by both China and India to ratify the CTBT after the US Senate would help to minimise the probability of that outcome.

37 India released a statement from New Delhi about its non-proliferation and arms control commitments, focusing on its moratorium on nuclear testing, as part of its lobbying effort for being granted an exception to the NSG guidelines during the Plenary Meeting of the Nuclear Suppliers Group, Vienna, 4-5 September 2008: ‘Statement by External Affairs Minister of India Shri Pranab Mukherjee on the Civil Nuclear Initiative’, 5 September 2008, <http://meaindia.nic.in/pmecd.geneva/?50031094> [Accessed 22 February 2013].
38 In this way, India does not have the advantage of its ratification being conditional on an additional party, namely China.
Some have argued that exporting uranium to India, under any condition other than India’s ratification of the NPT as a NNWS, would encourage Israel and Pakistan to remain outside the NPT in the hope of uranium supply being extended to them as well.\textsuperscript{41} Since India’s ratification of the CTBT would be linked to this export agreement, it reinforces the fact that such supply is not without rules, but rather subject to new ones that better fit with evolving strategic circumstances.\textsuperscript{42} Commitments on ratification of the CTBT could become one necessary criterion upon which supply (or refusal of supply) to non-NPT states is based in the future.

An Indian undertaking to ratify the CTBT after the US Senate also increases the probability that the United States will ratify the CTBT in the future. With commitments from both Beijing and New Delhi, advocates of CTBT ratification in Washington would be able to argue that most of the world’s population can be brought under a test ban regime with a single act of the US Senate. For Australia, receiving this undertaking from India as part of a bilateral nuclear cooperation agreement would mean that Australia’s export of uranium to India would materially benefit nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament, in a manner distinct from India’s nuclear agreements with any other uranium supplier.

The negotiation of a bilateral nuclear agreement should be part of a broader recalibration of understanding about the role Australia’s uranium supply agreements can play in non-proliferation and disarmament. The reassessment of Australia’s policy is underway within government\textsuperscript{43} and Australians need to be made aware that the coercive power of uranium supply is very limited for impeding a state’s nuclear weapons program. The uranium trade does play a role, however, in determining which countries are considered legitimate nuclear powers by way of acknowledgment from the international community. Being a major uranium supplier, Australia has a responsibility to accord its export policy with non-proliferation norms and to be mindful that its export of uranium confers a degree of legitimacy to the recipient’s nuclear status. As part of being more responsive to evolving strategic circumstances Australia may move toward a more robust uranium export policy, and this should be the basis of Australia’s nuclear cooperation with India.

\textsuperscript{42} Ibid., p. 100; the ICNND report also supports the supply of nuclear material and technology for civilian purposes to non-NPT states where they “satisfy strong objective criteria demonstrating commitment to disarmament and non-proliferation”.
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